Position Summary
TAGDit Data Farms is recruiting the next generation of data farmers for our Data-as-a-Service (DaaS) platform. You may be a trained professional, or just an ordinary person with strong hobbies, interests and pastimes. As long as you are a highly motivated individual who is sought after for your niche knowledge and advice, you can qualify.

Your private data is worth a lot and social media giants are making a fortune out of it. That’s because until now, there has been no way for an individual or an organization to market and monetize their own data without spending a fortune. TAGDit Data Farm solves that problem with a new business model designed for the era of user-owned data. We provide a DaaS platform that enables you to be your own digital self, meanwhile extracting business intelligence from your reams of raw data and making it for sale at our datastore.

This is a contract position that allows you work at your own pace to accumulate data in your personal information pod. You simply go about your normal digital life, performing your normal websurfing and work or social media interactions. Meanwhile, in the backend TAGDit directs your personal traffic flow to our website and straight into your TAGDit information pod. Once you define your areas of expertise, the software will collect, aggregate, analyze, format and harvest the business intelligence from you defined data, and match it with data buyers willing to pay for it. We provide you with all the tools to configure your data sources and all the buyer with data analytics tools to determine the value of your data. You own your data 100% and can inspect it anytime to validate what the data buyer will see and remove anything not appropriate. Our machine learning algorithms will adapt to your choices.

Qualifications
- Proven expertise and reputation in one or more niche knowledge domains
- Strong hobbies & interests where you are socially active
- Creative, nonlinear, experimental
- Interest in the opportunity to monetize your own data instead of giving it to social media sites like Facebook or Google
- Active social media poster, blogger, trend setter, or influencer
- Intuitively have a high degree of confidence in the value of your potential dataset and willing to take the risk, time and effort to develop and monetize it

Responsibilities
- Study all TAGDit tutorials
- Integrate your data sources into TAGDit using our step-by-step instructions including: browsing, chat, web-surfing, IoT, m2m data streams, video, or audio streams other data formats.
- Agree to Terms and Conditions
- Work at your own pace to build your dataset
- Proactive in promoting your special knowledge in social media

Compensation
- As a contractor on the TAGDit platform, you will be compensated the buyer’s price for the data less a small service fee outlined in the Terms and Conditions
- Compensation is based solely on the market value of your dataset as determined by the data marketplace
- TAGDit provides the tools for you to collect, aggregate and generate business intelligence and a sales channel for your data, however, TAGDit makes no guarantees of the saleability of your dataset and the user bears all the risk

More information
groups.tagdit.com

Recruitment page
www.tagdit.com